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ABSTRACT 
A FORTRAN computer code (SKlNTEMP) has been developed to calculate 
transient missile/aircraft aerodynamic heating parametcrs utilizing basic flight 
parameters such a<; altitude, Mach number, and angle of attack. The insulated skin 
temperature of a vehicle surface on either the fuselage (axisymmetric body) or 
wing (two-dimensional body) is computed from a basic heat balance relationship 
throughout the enlire spectrum (subsonic, transonic, supersonic, hypersonic) of 
flight. This calculation method employs a simple finite diffcrenee procedure which 
considers radiation, forced convection, and non-reactive chemistry. Surface 
pressure estimates arc ba<>ed on a modified Newtonian flow model. Eckert's 
reference temperature method is used as the forced convection heat transfer model. 
SKlNTEMP predictions are compared with a limited number of test cases. 
SKlNTEMP was developed as a tool to enhance the conceptual design process of 
high speed missiles and aircraft. Recommendations are made for possible future 
development of SKINTEMP to further support the design process. 
iii 
THESIS DISCLAIMER 
The reader is cautioned that the computer program SKINTEMP 
has not been exercised for all cases of interest. While every 
effort has been made within the time available to ensure the 
program is free of computational and logic errors, it cannot be 
considered validated. Any application of this program wi thou t 
additional verification is at the risk of the user. 
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A FORTRAN computer program has been created to detennine 
transient missi l e and aircraft mission aerodynamic heating 
parameters such as heat transfer coefficients, insul ated skin 
temperatures and heat f l ow rates at some point on the surface 
a wing or a body of revolution. Required data supplied from 
the user include materia l properties and trajectory data such 
as Mach number, angle of attack , altitude, and time of flight . 
This program calcu l ates aerodynamic heating parameters for 
subsonic, transonic, supersonic and hypersonic (no reacting 
chemistry) flight regimes . 
B. BASIC THEORY 
The governing equation which serves as the basis for the 
computer program incorporates both radiative and forced 
convective heat transfer processes. The therma l energy 
balance equation for this insulated skin heat transfer case is 
given by 
The equation written in this fonn assumes that the adiabatic 
wall temperature, T, .. is greater than the insulated sk.in 
temperature, T" which is greater than the radiation reference 
temperature, T,. 'l'he heat transfer coefficient for convection 
is obtained from the Nusselt nwnber which is a function of the 
Reynolds and Prandtl nwnbers. These dimensionless numbers are 
defined as 
(a) NIlE = P;:X (b) NpR =~, (c) NNU = if. (2) 
Once the complex heat transfer coefficient calculation is 
performed and the other significant heat transfer parameters 
determined, a finite difference numerical method can be 
applied, yielding a skin temperature profile for the specified 
point of interest. 
C. SCOPE 
Chapter II details the theory used to develop the SKINTEMP 
program. 
Chapter III describes the actual computer program, its 
required entry data, expected output data and general program 
limi tat ions . 
Chapter IV presents test case results with the appropriate 
comparisons, which include intermediate heat transfer 
calculations. One test case is obtained from a heat transfer 
textbook and compared to corresponding SKINTEMP resul ts. 
less descriptive NASA test case is also compared with SKIN'l'EMP 
results. 
Chapter v provides recommendations for future code 
development . 
II. TRANSIENT HEAT FLOW THEORY 
The fundamental concepts used to build the theorl"tical 
model for SKINTEMP involve two basic modes of heat transfer, 
convection and radiation. Forced convection is assumed because 
the vehicle i8 prop~~lled through the air by the release af 
chemical energy. During supersoni c and hypersonic flight, 
the local stagnation pressure at the edge of the boundary 
layer is assumed 1:0 be defined by the stagnation pressure 






Fig\ITe I . Stllgnation presslIre at boundary edge 
Boundary layer flow is asslUlled to be turbulent due to the 
magnitude of the Reynolds number which is generally greater 
than 500,000. The gas dynamic relations are based on inviscid 
flow, no reacting chemistry asslUllptions [Ref. ~]. 
The primary objective of the computer code i s to rapidly 
compute the transient insulated skin temperatures along the 
trajectory of the aircraft at a given point somewhere on t he 
surface. To accomplish this, the thermal energy ba lance 
equation 
is solved for T, using a finite difference method [Ref . 2]. 
However, before this can be accomplished, the adiabatic wall 
temperature and the heat transfer coefficient must be 
determined. The required data for the skin tempe ra ture 
calculations include trajectory parameters (time, Mach 
number, angle of attack, altitude), material properties 
(density, material specific heat, emissivity), the location 
and skin thickness at the point of interest, and a radiation 
re ference temperature. This radiation temperature is the 
temperature of a distant surface seen by the insulated skin 
element, which for this program, is either space or the earth. 
THE ADIABATIC WALL TEMPERATURE 
The first parameter needed to determine skin temperature 
the adiabat.ic wall t emperature. The adiabatic wall 
temperature is given by 
(3) 
The local Mach number needed for the solution, 
14} 
is dependent on the local pressure and the local s t agnation 
pressure . The speed of the aircraft, whether subsonic or 
supersonic wil l determine the local stagnation pressure . If 
the trajectory profile calls for subsonic flight , then the 
local stagnation pressure will be 
15 } 
If the Mach number is :co the supersonic range, the local 
s tagnation pressure is then 
where 
17} 
Freestream pressure, temperature, and density are calculated 
using standa!:'d atmosphere property value approximations found 
in Reference 3. 
Local surface p!:'essure is determined using modified 
Newton ian theory, [Ref. 4J where 
F[, = C"""""cos26q + p .. 




Modified Newtonian flow theory has been shown to be applicable 
fa!:' the prediction of local surface static p!:'essu!:'es over all 
surfaces experiencing non - separated flow. [Ref. 5,6] The 
accuracy of Modified Newtonian flow theory is quite reliable 
at hypersonic speeds. Its use at subsonic and low s upersonic 
speeds is justified by the continuity and simplicity it 
provides in t.he lower Mach number regions whe re ae rodynaw.ic 
heating rates are so low as to be negligible. 
The remaining parameter needed to determine the adiabatic 
wall temperature is the recovery factor (turbulent flow is 
assu:ned), given by 
(El 
where Lhe Prandtl number is 
( 12 ) 
The specific heat of air lAsed in the Prandtl number is given 
by [Ref. 2] 
Cp = . 219 •. 342E-4TL - .293E-8Ti. (13) 
The!"mal conductivi t y [Ref. 7) and dynamic viscosity [Rcf. 2J 
are also temperature dependent and are given respectively by 
k = .014 1 [~I [-"'-1'1/:1 
T,.+225 492 (14) 
(15 ) 
THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
In o~der to calculale the heal t ransfer coefficient, O:1e 
uses the concept of t!"l.C reference temperature. The reference 
temperatu:::-e is a temperature w:'1ose magnitude is typica lly 
between that of the wal l tempcrature and fre e s':.ream 
tempe!"ature and in low speed flow, the refe!"e:1ce tempe:::-ature 
does become the average of the two [Re::. 2 ]. This reference 
':.emperature accurately mode ls the temperature 
distribution that occurs within the bounda!"y layer , which has 
a significant i mpact 0:1 the skin temperature [Ref. 8 ] . The 
transport p roperties sho".lld be evaluated at the refere:1ce 
temperature [Ref. 9 J which is defined by 
Values for the thermal conduct i vity, dynami c v i scosity, and 
specific heat used in the Nusselt number are based o n t.his 
reference temperature. 
The N'.lsse l t number can be de f ined as 
( :'7 ) 
Based on experimental data, the Nusselt number can also be 
written as a function of Reynolds and Prandtl number, [Re:: . 2J 
(lS) 
where the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent and tr.e 
Reynolds number is defined as 
( 19) 
with these significant variables defined, the thermal 
energy balance equation can be solved using a simplified 
f ini te difference method. This method calculates the 
temperature value at a future time based on a calculated time 
increme:lt and the current temperature value. 
C. THE SKIN TEMPERATURE 
Solution of the thermal energy balance equation for the 
incremental skin temperature yields 
For stability purposes, the time interva l associated with this 




Each progressive skin temperature is dependent on the 
previous temperature, heat transfer coeffic i ent and adiabatic 
wall teJ;]perature. The t. ime interval choice is critical and 
must meet the s t ability requirement of the ::inite difference 
method. This stability requirement., which prevents the 
solution from diverging , is given by 
tJ. t(h + Hz} ~ 1. 
me" 
(23 ) 
t his requirement , the t.ime interval was chosen as 
(24 ) 
THE HEAT FLOW RATE 
The heat flow rate is dependent on the l ocat i on of the 
stagnat i on heating point. I n the stagnation !'egion for the 
axisym:netrica l and two din'.ensional pla t forms, the maxi:num 
stagnation point is 70 degrees from the centerl ine [Ref. 1 0] 
and the st.agnation heating rate is given by [Ref . L . l 
Away from the stagnation point but prior to :::-egions thd t can 
be t reated as flat plates, the heat flow Ydte [Ref. 10 ] is 
dssu:ned to be 
(26) 
Otherwise, in areas where f l dt plate assumptions :-to l d , the 
bea t t l ow rate is 
III. THE SKINTEMP COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A. THE COMPUTER CODE STRUCTURE 
The flow logic used for the SKINTEMP program is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The program is divided into fou r 
major sections, data entry, atmospheric property generation , 
skin temperature calculations and data output. 
The first module contains t he data entry loop . The data 
can be entered via two methods, keyboard entry or file entry. 
If the user chooses to utilize keyboard entry, the program 
will prompt the user for the specific data. Each entry should 
be followed by a keyboard hard return. The fi le entry method 
requires the user to create an external file us ing any 
standard editor containing all the required information. For 
file entry, the correct syntax to enter at the prompt is 
SKINTEMP.in. The .in refers to the entry file; any i nput file 
used must have the .in included in the file name. This 
command allows data to be read automatically by the input 
subrout ine. 
The important note to remember is that for file entry, 
each piece of fixed point data must be placed on a separate 
line and the entry data must correlate with the data requested 
by the program. If the program terminates with an error 
message, t his would be the first place to check for mistakes. 
10 
The second section of the code generates standard 
atmospheric values that are needed for the freestream 
pressure, temperature, and density calculation s . The 
governing equations used to model atmospheric properties are 
divided into two regions , gradient and isothermal [Ref . J]. 
The gradient relationships are 
..£.. = 2igll-R+ll 
Po To (28) 
P T -[g/LRi 
p:=r;: (29 ) 
(30) 
There are several isothermal regions in the atmosphere_ 
While the temperatures remain constant in each of these 
isothermal regions, the temperatures of the gradient regions 
will vary . [Ref _ 3] The pressure and density relationships 
for isothermal regions are given by 




with these relationships , the atmosphere is modeled to 260,000 
feet with iso t hermal layers trom approximately 36,000 t o 
82,000 feet (temperature _ 392 . 4 OR , density _ -.0007~ slug/ftJ , 
pressure - 476 Ib/ft2) anj ~54,000 to ~74,000 feet 
(temperature _ 509 OR , density a .00000303 slug/ftl , p r essure 
'= 2.6419 Ib/fe) . 
The third maj or section of SKINTEMP is the calculation of 
the skin temperature. This section is a large counted loop 
because each successive skin temperature is dependent on the 
previous temperature calculated. This loop is partitioned 
into four sections. The first section calculates adiabatic 
wal l temperature and the second determines the heat transfer 
coeff icient. These two calculations lead to the skin 
temperature solution, which is in the third section. The 
fourth and final s ection calculates the heat flow rate. [Ref. 
Chapter II] Appendix A contains the actual computer program. 
The initial documentation of the program contains a list of 
the variables, their definitions, and the Eng l ish units used. 
It is important that the user understand the differences 
between the time values used throughout SKINTEMP. The user 
should input time intervals that best linearize the 
trajectory . In other words, whenever the Mach number, 
altitude or angle of attack is changing, this t ime and 
associated flight parameters should be a data entry point. 
These time intervals can be the print out time intervals but 
SKINTEMP also allows the user to print the results a t 
different time intervals if desired. These input and output 
time intervals are independent of the time interval chosen for 
the heat balance calculations. Figure 3 demonstrates these 
differences and should be used as a reference when developing 
a data entry strategy for SKINTEMP. 
12 
BLOCK A 
READ INPUT DATA FROM USER OR FILE INTO ARRAY 
GENERATE ATMOSPHERIC TABLES 
TAW IS COMPUTED USING 
P tL , Vti , q, 6L , C~, P u M.., 
TtL' k, Cp ' Jl, Npli' I, TL 
h IS COMPtITED USING 
:l'r ,pr , Jlr, Vr.,N~, 
c: ,k r,N;'R,N~ 
L 6 t < INPUT TIME INTERVAL 
GOTO BLOCK B 
Lot:?: I NPUT TIME INTERVAL 
PRINT OUTPUT 
GOTO BLOCK A 
Figure 2. SKINTEMP Flowchart 
See Chapter II for a complete d escription of the relatjonships 





TIME INTERVAL COMPARISONS 
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I ' Mach 
I 
I 
5 . I Altitude 
I : ,/ /~--.~.' 
~, . . " 
2~ I " 
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I 
-L ___ ~ _____ L--~-L~~~~~~~-L~ 
B 10 12 14 ,. 
TIme (seconds) 
INPUT TIME 
I I I I I I II I I 
STEP TIME 
OUTPUT TIME 
Figure 3. Time Interval Comparison 
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B. REQUIRED DATA INPUT 
SKIKTEMP allows the user to enter data through 
the keyboard or through an external file. In either case, the 
following data is required to successfully run the program: 
• The shape of the body, which must be either twa 
dimensional or axisymmetric 
• I f a two dimensional wing shape is selected , the w~ng 
sweep (degrees) 
• The launch surface skin temperature of the vehicle (OF) 
• For each time interval, the Mach number , the angle of 
attack (degrees), and the altitude (feet) 
WARNING: Enteri n g a Mach number of 
zero will cause the 
program to abort. See 
Section D. below . 
..,.., "" .., .., "".., ""..,.., " *".., *"" *.., ,,..,,.. *"" * *.., *" * *.., ... .., * 
• The distance from the nose or leadin g edge to the point. of 
interest (feet) 
• The thickness of the surface at the point of interest 
(inches) 
• The nose radius (feet) 
• The material density (pound per cubic foot) 
• The material emissivity (dimensionless) 
• The material specific heat. (BTU per pound-OF) 
• The orientation of the surface. Does the surface face t.he 
earth or space for the majority of the flight? This 
provides the radiation reference temperature of -460 of for 
space and 60 of for the earth. lOF) 
• The angle from the unit surface normal of the skin element 
to the freestream (degrees) 
• The output time interval (seconds) 
15 
C. SKINTEMP OUTPUT 
The output of the computer program is i n tabular form. 
The user can choose any time interval for printing independent 
of the data time entries . See Appendix B for an sample 
output. SKINTEMP will also produce an external UNIX file 
named Fort. 3 which produces a table of values for the time and 
skin temperature that can be used in typica l engineering 
graph ics/plotting programs. 
The program i s clearly documented and the print subroutine 
is the last section in the program. The output format is as 
follows: 
TIME ADIABATIC WALL HEAT TRANSFER SKIN HEAT FLOW 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURE RATE 
(sec) (ORankine) (BTU/sec·ft'-UF) ("Rankine) (BTU/sec) 
D. SKINTEMP LIMITATIONS 
The purpose of this code is to provide a design tool for 
conceptual miss i le and aircraft design projects. At the 
present time, SKINTEMP can only calculate the transient heat 
parameters for bodies that are e ither two dimensional or 
axisymmetric body shaped. See Chapter V for future 
reconunendations for code expansion. 
Another limitation and perhaps the most important for user 
i nformat ion is that at no time can the Mach number entered be 
16 
equa l to zero . The reason for this is that in the calculation 
tor Cr ,..,..,. dynamic pressure is the divisor. C?mu and dynamic 
pressure are given by 
A Mach number of zero will cause Cr ,,,,,,. to be undefined . If 
this occurs, the program will terminate without result.s. If 
a Mach lllLwer of zero is the actual value achieved in the 
trajectory, a small value should be entered , i.e . •. 001 Mach. 
The last l i mitation is the array size of the input data . 
At the present time, the array size of data points entered is 
100. If more than 100 data points are desired by the user, 
the array size should be altered in the body of SKINTEMP. The 
array dimension statement is the first to occur after the 
initial documentation and the maximum limit is dictated by the 
version of FORTRAN being used. 
17 
TEST CASE RESULTS 
A. TRUITT TEST CASE 
The test case used to validate SKINTEMP is based 00 an 
example skin temperature problem from Robert W. Truitt's text 
Fundamentals of Aerodynamic Heating, [Ref 121 . The example 
missile profiled is axisymmetric in shape and 4.0 feet in 
length. The skin material used is Ioconel steel and the skin 
thickness of the material at the point of interest, 20 feet 
from the nose, is .00504. inches. The flight trajectory data 
are given in Figure 4.. 
TralBctory Mach numbBr 
r-::~"'c~,-, '-~7J 
~ 5 ____ .....-------~--
-----------~~ - -00 15 2~O--~-
Tlmll (slIoomJ5) 
TrBjllGloryAlilludB 
1~~ 7 oL===== ~u 5 10 15 20 25 30 
TlmB(sBconds) 
Figure 4. Truitt's trajectory data 
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Truitt assumes turbulent flow but does not use specific 
local or reference state conditions. Instead, he assumes 
freestreaIP. conditions throughout the calculations. This 
approach is responsible for at least some of the noticeable 
deviation in the compa~ative results [Re f. Section 2] . 
A Runge - Kutta numerical integration method for the skin 
temperature calculation is employed by Truitt rather than the 
finite difference method used in SKINTEMP. This difference i n 
approach was one of the primary reasons this test case was 
used. Similar results from two different equivalent numerical 
methods t end to confirm results. 
l. Data Comparisons 
Throughout Truitt's skin tempe!:"ature calculation 
exarr.ple several intermediate heat transfer and fluid flow 
parameter values are defined. These conputed values include 
freestream static pressure and temperature, Reynolds number 
and the computed skin tenperature (based on freestream 
properties). The comparisons of these parameters are listed 
in the following graphs and tables to validate SKINT::::MP and 
illustrate some of the theoretical differences between 
calculation methods. 
19 
Frees tream Pressure Comparison 
Figure 5 graphically displays the difference in 
freest ream static pressures while 'l'able 1 details the exact 
val ues computed. Truitt's values for freest ream static 
atmospheric density are not as close to the NACA standard 
atmosphere [Ref. 13) as the SKINTEMP code calculations and the 
slight divergence in values contributes to the difference in 
the predicted skin temperatures. 
FREESTREAM PRESSURE COMPARISON 
2'2~~\ --~---, 





" Time (seconds) 
Figure 5. Freestream static pressure comparison 
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I 
TABLE 1 . FREESTREAM PRESSURE COMPARISON FOR TRUITT'S 
TRAJECTORY 
T IME TRUITT SKINTEMP NACA 
(SECONDS) (L 8/FT)) (L8/FT J ) (LB/FTl) 
1 .00237 .00238 . 00238 
2 .00234 .00234 . 00234 
3 . 00228 . 00233 . 00233 
4 .00221 . 00231 . 00231 
5 .00211 . 00228 . 00228 
6 . 00202 . 00225 .00224 
7 .00193 . 00219 .002:'8 
8 . 001S': . 00206 .00205 
9 . 00177 . 001 78 .00178 
10 .00 170 . 001 76 .00176 
11 .00162 . 00163 .00160 
12 .00152 . 00153 . 00150 
13 .00139 . 00140 .00136 
14 .001 24 . 00122 .00121 
15 · 00108 · 00108 .00106 
16 .00094 . 00100 .00099 
17 .0008 1 .00077 .0007 7 
18 .0 0069 .00072 . 00068 
19 · 00057 .00062 .00059 
20 . 00048 .00048 . 00044 
21 .0 0040 · 00037 . 00036 
22 · 00031 .00033 · 00033 
23 . 00023 .00022 · 00021 
24 · 00018 · QaOi 7 .00017 
25 . 00012 .00015 .00015 
26 · 00007 · 00008 · 00007 
27 . 00005 .00005 · 00005 
28 · 00003 .00004 · 00004 
29 . 00002 . 0000 1 · 00002 
30 . 00001 .0000 1 .00001 
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Temperature Comparison For Truitt's Trajectory 
Figure 6 and Table 2 compare Truitt's freestream 
temperature to SKINTEMP's freest ream and reference static 
temperature. The freestream static temperature calculations 
compare favorably. Again, the divergence in values can be 
partially attributed to differences in atmospheric model l ing. 
Local temperatures compared with the 
freestream temperatures to illustrate the difference of using 
local atmospheric properties instead of freest ream properties. 
SKINTEMP uses local condi tions for the heat transfer 
calculations while Truitt utilizes the freestream cond i tions. 
Temperatures near the skin of a hypersonic vehicle will be 
much higher than the surrounding freest ream air uue to 
boundary layer interactions (i.e. akin friction). Thus, 
calculations using freestream proptlrties are expected to be 
more approximate than those using the loaal conditions. 
--- ' -.-- -' ----~-J' --~ 
_ SKIN I~"P ' 0<0 1 
-'"'"""" """"'''/ \ 
-.--::: '''/ 
Figure 6. Temperature Comparison 
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1 519 519 519 
2 516 5~7 517 
3 514 516 516 
4 1 22 
5 505 513 540 
6 499 539 
7 494 508 529 
489 501 1 
9 484 485 494 
10 480 483 490 
II 474 475 515 
" 
467 468 584 
13 457 458 686 
14 442 44 812 
15 432 431 964 
417 423 
17 402 3 9 889 
1 390 4 872 
19 390 392 842 
20 2 II 
21 3 0 3 2 007 
22 390 392 127 
23 390 392 l S18 
2 2 036 
25 391 392 3527 
26 391 394 4074 
27 391 402 4742 
28 9 402 4761 
2Y 412 4ll 5492 
30 452 447 6291 
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b. Reynolds Number CcurparisoD For Truitt's 
Trajectory 
The difference in theoretical approaches is very 
apparent when comparing the Reynolds numbers in Figure 7 and 
Table 3. Truit t' s Reynolds number calculations are very close 
to SKINTEMP's initial calculations, but again, the divergence 
in freestream atmospheric properties clearly has an impact on 
the freest ream Reynolds number. The only significant 
consideration is t hat this difference becomes larger as the 
program builds on data from the previous time step. 
Figure 7 clearly illustrates that the reference 
state Reynolds nwnber i s significantly smaller than the 
freestream value. Recall that the reference state utilizes 
the loca l flow field values at the edge of the boundary layer 
with the transport properties evaluated at the reference 
temperature, and that the Reynolds number is given as 





V - J.J..(fRT (35) 
and 
• 0 
2.27 E-8 Tii2 
T L +198 .7 
(IS) 
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The Reynolds number i s :Inversely proportional to the 
temperature. Use at the loca l val ues for temperature, which 
are Significantly larger than the freestream values of 
temperature, will cause the Reynolds number to decrease. 
Another parameter that will contribute to a 
difference in Reynolds number calculaUons is the relat:lonship 
used to determine viscosity, equation 15. Truitt did not 
utin ze the same relationship and even though the values are 
of the same magnitude, the difference only adds to the 
devj ation in reaul ta. 
FAEES1REAM AND REFERENCE REYNOLDS NUMBER COMPARISON 
~ 025 " 
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Figure 7" Reynolds Number Comparison 
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c. Sk.in Temperature Comparison 
Figure 8 and Table 4 compare the final skin 
temperat ure calculations between Truitt and SKINTE:MP. 
TRUITT SKIN TEMPERATURE PREDICTION COMPARISON 
2500 
2000 0_ Truitt 












//"-- --- -- \ 
/ . .. . \-
I 
500,L"-"_~---~------~--~-_----.J 
to 15 20 25 30 o 
Time (seconds) 
Figur:e 8. Skin Temperature Comparison 
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TABLE 4. SKIN TEMPERATURE COMPARISON FOR TRUITT ' S TRAJECTORY 
TIME TRUITT SKINTEMP 
(SECONDS) (~KINE ) ('RANKINE) 
l 520 519 
2 522 
3 570 56 
4 0 33 
5 66 717 
6 72 772 
7 7 00 767 
8 742 
66 704 
l O 677 
II 6 5 707 
l2 8 0 50 
l3 92 109 1 
14 l330 1408 
l5 14 0 1761 
l6 5 l7 
17 1 620 1845 
l8 l 10 l 78;c 
19 1550 1711 
20 l62 
2 1560 1704 
22 680 1968 
23 l74 2132 
24 20 2 
2 5 21 50 2375 
2 2175 2319_ 
27 2250 2297 
28 225 2300 
29 2250 2310 
30 2250 2071 
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1. Results From Tru i tt' 8 Trajectory 
The graphs and tables indicate comparable results in 
the two different methods of calculating skin temperature. 
There are numerous reasons for the slight differences in the 
results. The discrepancy in standard atmosphere values leads 
to significant differences in the aerodynamic parameters, 
which marked deviations in the heat transfer 
coefficients, and the adiabatic wall and skin temperatures. 
Another major difference is the use of the reference 
in SKINTEMP and the freestream state in Truitt's test 
Using the rererence condition instead of the freestream 
is considered to be the more correct model of what is 
actually occurring aerodynamically. One aspect of this 
difference is manifested in the Reynolds number calculation. 
Despite the significant difference in Reynolds numbers used to 
compute the Nusselt number, the results are nearly the same. 
Recall that to compute the Nusselt number, the Reynolds number 
is raised to the 0.8 power. Large differences in Reynolds 
number between the two methods are minimized in this 
calculation, allowing the skin temperatures to more closely 
correspond with one another. 
Truitt also uses varying skin material speCific heats 
while SKINTEMP assumes an average constant speCific heat. 
This does not cause a noticeable change in skin temperature 
calculations but does account for a few degrees of difference . 
The choice of time constants is also critical for stability 
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purposes. Truitt uses a time step of two seconds while the 
average time constant step generated by SKINTEMP is 0 . 3 
s econds . As indicated by Truitt, the sma l ler the time 
constant, the more accurate the results. Trui t t used t he 
larger time constant for ease in calculations because they 
were all hand computed. With all other variables being equal, 
the calculation of skin temperatures with the more simplified 
finite di fference method versus the Runge-Kutta method is 
expected to give the same degree of accuracy, provided the 
time step is small. 
While the Runge -Kutta integration method is an 
accurate numerical method, Truitt did not have the same 
computer capabilities that are in use today and the current 
standard atmosphere tables are considered to be more accurate 
than those Truitt used. Even though the SKINTEMP results are 
on average nine percent greater than Truittt's results, the 
skin temperature curves are similar with SKINTEMP producing 
the more conservat ive worst case resu l ts. 
A. NASA TEST CASE 
NASA AMES provided an additional test case for SKINTEMP 
verification . The trajec tory is typical of a Single - Stage 
To - Orbit (SSTOj rocket powered vehicle and the point of 
interest is 75 feet aft of the nose. The thickness of this 
point of interest is 0 . 035 inches and the material at this 
point is Tailorable Advanced Blanket I nsu la tion (TABI). 
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There is a body angle of incidence of 13 degrees in addition 
to the varying angle of attack experienced t hro ugh flight. 
Figure 9 graphically depicts the results and is followed by 























Figure 9. NASA Skin Temperature Comparison 
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TABLE 5 _ SKIN TEMPERATURE COMPARISON FOR NASA AMES TEST CASE 
TIME NASA SKINTEMP 
(SECONDS) (~KINE) (~KINE) 
1.3 511 511 
2 .6~ 571 570 
3.48 590 630 
4.69 738 870 
5.78 DD ~~04 
6.82 ~570 ~449 
7.70 ~821 ~756 
8.71 2094 1979 
9 _ 81 23~8 2262 
10 76 2463 2424 
II 79 2637 2550 
12 85 2799 2645 
13 72 29~2 2733 
14 72 301~ 2806 
15 75 3127 2864 
16 75 3200 2911 
17 75 3265 2974 
18 75 3308 30~9 
19 70 3267 3084 
20 78 3008 2606 
2l. 38 323~ 2133 
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1. Resul ts Fr om NASA Trajectory 
Again, the results from t he two skin temperature 
calcula t ior, methods compare favorably . The NASA test case was 
also based on freest ream condi t ions wi t h surface pressures 
given by tangent wec.ge/cone Lheory . While the u s e of 
freestream conditions i s not theo:::-etically correct, there has 
been s i gnificCI.:1t e xperimental dat a generat.ed to juslify this 
assumption [Ref . 14 ]. However, these assumptions arc best 
u s ed for uppe!:" surfaces. SKI~TEMP is nOt limited t o th i s 
assumptio!1 and can correctly calculate ski:1 t e mperatures for 
upper a!1d lower surfaces . 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
The SKINTEMP computer program was developed as a tool for 
use in the conceptual design of high speed missiles and 
aircraft. It can be used over a wide range of trajectories, 
profiles and configurations and rapidly yields results [.hat 
enable the user to easily investigate c hanges in material 
characteristics and flight parameters without having to employ 
more complex and cumbersome calculations. As with any 
computer program, the results can only be as good as the data 
entered. This is especially true of SKINTEMP because valid 
results can onl y be expected if the trajectory is accurately 
modeled. 
Validation of SKINTEMP was achieved using a textbook skin 
temperature calculation example and a more c urrent NASA test 
SKINTEMP compared with the NASA and Truitt test cases 
suggest that the SKIN'I'EMP results are reasonable. While each 
of the methods has its own merits, the fundamental theoretical 
base , direct approach and simplicity of SKINTEMP make it ideal 
as an aerodynamic and astrodynamic design tool. 
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
SKI!,;;TEMP currently calculates the insulated skin 
temperature and heat flow rate at only one surface location. 
The computer code could be expanded to perform a thenual nodal 
analysis that could predict skin temperatures along an 
extended surface. Moreover, temperatures of materials within 
the air/spacecraft affected by the skin temperature could be 
calculated. This would be very useful in the design process 
to initially identify hot spots which, especially in 
hypersonic flight, could be crucial to the overall design. 
SKINTEMP was written strictly for the turbulent flow case 
because this generally produces worst case skin temperatures. 
The code could easily be modified to model laminar flow if 
turbulent flow was not the required assumption. 
Because the skin temperature problem is quite detailed and 
the inputs extensive, complete trajectory and 
corresponding surface skin temperatures profiles are difficult 
to find in the literature. Additional test cases could be 
developed for SKINTEMP for further validation as well as any 
experimental data that is available. 
The important objective to remember in any significant 
code modification of SKINTEMP is that the progr am needs to run 
quickly and allow the user to modify any design parameters. 
I:: the program becomes too complex and time consuming, then 
the usefulness 0': SKINTEMP is degraded. 
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APPENDIX A. SJ(INTEMP COMPUTER CODE 
................................................................... 
• ~~II\~ry L. Cu •• Ing8 • 
• ThI8 pr09u.m calculates transient .,15~lon "eeodyna .. lc heati ng' 
• para .. e teu (Adiabatic ... all t u'peu tu' e ., local heat teanahr • 
coeffclent • • and In . ulated a kin te"perature.) u . lng v a dou •• 
..... ~~~! ~.; ~! ~~~. ~~ !!=::~;:.::.! ~~~;: ............................ : 
BOD:! ~ d e t er. lne. 5hape of body, either ... in9 or 
.. xlsy .... e tr lc 
SWE:E:P ... ngl e of ... Ing s weep Id~g.ee51 
TJ':IIP - launch v~hlcle t ... perature Irahcenh. lt ) 
TABLE _ Input data c"".15tinq of tim. (s e c), H.ach n"lIb • • , • 
of att~ck Ide9re .. ), and b . lqllt I f u t) : 
X _ dI 5 t .. nc. fro .. leading edga to polnl o f i nt e rast (f eet ): 
TIlIN - thickn ••• of Into rest point (Inche, ) 
!lAO _ non radius ol Lody (tt) 
ItATD E:NS _ .. ate rlal dens ity I It",/ft -l) 
IIATEIlIS _ ""1edal e .. i551v l ty 
II ATSP IiT _ .~tecl~I specific h.at (BTlJ/lbm-f) 
TEItPIlAO _ radiation t e .. peutu r e Irahunnhelt) 
ANGLE _ an9 Ie fco .. th e unit a urface nor ... l to the 
lae5tre .... (de9 ce.e ) 
PlllNTOlJT _ ueer defined pdnt tI •• ( •• condsJ 
9 - acceleration/weight cons t .. n t IIb .. -ft/lbl-sec-2 ) 
LI _ temperature I ap.e cate fro .. 0 - 16089 ft (Il/tt) 
Ll _ t ... peu tu r. lap ... cate lcom al()~1 - 15'~OO t t (Rln) : 
R ~ gas con5tant (It-lbf/5 1u9-1l) 
TH _ tlllckn •• , of inter. a t point (feet) 
D~n . ln _ Initial d . n~lty at aea I~v"l 15 1"9/ ttAl) 
Pin ~ Initi a l PC!IGu' e at U" leve l Ilbf/ft-2) 
Templn ~ I ~"nch veblcle te .. penture Illanklne) 
T/at .. " ~ fre.u tr "~ .. t e .. puature (RankIne) 
P/~t .. pe _ fre •• trea .. pr es5"" (lbt/ft -2) 
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PEtlS/lOt."lenB - fru a tna .. dens!t-y (&1"'1/ tVI) 
P~e6sT _ prelH,ure at the t,oPO&Vhe u calling (lbf/ft'2) 
v ensT _ density at the trep.,,,phllre ""IJI1I9 (slug/ n-3) 
Pt _ freestr .. a," stagnation pr e s su re (lbf/ft-2) 
Tl _ freestrea", st a gnation temperature (Rankine) 
II. _ fr e e&trellm sonic v e locity (tt/Bee) 
V _ freest . ...... velocity 1ft/sec) 
q - dynalllic pr eS iure (slug/lt- se c ' 2) 
gamma _ ratio of "p e clflc heal at constant p,e5sure to 
specific heat at constant volume 
sigma _ Stehn - Boltzmann constant (BTU/hr-ft-2-R-41 
the ta - a"gle of attack added to th e normal fr!! .. strealll 
a"91 e (radians) 
CpMax - Maximum p,e56U[e coeffici e nt 
PI _ local P' '' ''6U[e (lbf/ft-2) 
Ttl _ local stagnation t .. .. perature (Rankine ) 
TJ - local t"lOperetu.e (Rankine) 
Tn _ .II kln tempe rtaur e (Rankine ) 
1'''' 1'1 - adiabatic wall t e mperllture (Rankine) 
re _ recovery fllctor 
u - vllicoslty (sIU9/se c - ftJ 
k _ the."1I1 conductivity jBTu/sec-ft-f) 
Cl _ Suthedllnd's constant jsl1l9/ft-sec-R·.5) 
C2 - Sutherland's constant (nankin",) 
Cp _ s pe cific he a t (BTU/IbM- II) 
Tsta. _ ( e fer e nce tempe ratur e (Rankine) 
d e nstar • r e fer ence density ( &lug/tt -3 1 
u&tar _ refer e nce viscosity (slu9/~ ec tt) 
III • local sonic ve locity (tt/sec) 
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VI ~ loc .. l velocIty (ft/nc) 
R~star - reference Reyno lds nu mb .. r 
CpS tar _ reference 'pec i f ic h .. ~t (BTU/lb .. -R) 
kst .. r _ r e f erence th .. ,,"a l conductivIty (BTU/sec-ft - rJ 
h - local h .... tl tr .. nsfer coefficient (BTU/s .. c - ft-2-f) 
'" - specific "e J~ht (lb tltt"3 ) 
TEIIPNEX _ skin te mperature calculated b .. sed on lhe 
previous skin t e ll'lpiHllture (Ranklnel 
Hr _ tl .. e diff e renti .. l c .. lcul a tion aid 
time - tllOe "tep (" e c) 
SUlO-tlme - Interv .. l tim .. count e r ( sec) 
runtl",e _ tot .. 1 tillle counter (~~c) 
prlnlll .. e _ time pr1nUn~ c"u"l~r ( &flcl 
Stll~pt _ stagn .. tlon point (fl) 
ANGLER - Angle of .. ttack. (radians) 
hsi - "ta~nlltlon enthalpy (BTli/lblll) 
h ... s _ ..... 11 enthalpy (BTU/lb .. ) 
h",540 • ","ll enthalpy at 5 40 H (BTU/lb,. ) 
qlitag _ stllgn .. tion point heating rate (BTu/sec) 
qhellt - h .. at transferred (BTU/SBC) 
dimension TABLE(100, 4), TIIOO), PIlOO), DENS(lOO) 
integer BODY, NUIIO AT 
real SWEEP, TEI1P, TAIlLE, X, TUlN, RAD, I1ATDENS, I1ATEI11S, 
C /'lATSPBT, TI'I1PRAD, ANGLE, TH, PR1NTOUT, '1, Ll, 1.2, Ll, R, 
C D .. nsln, Pin, Tenpin, T, P, DENS, pressT, OensT, 
c atnpr, atJlldenli, aboT, Pt!, Pt, Tt, 111, a, V, q, 1111, 
C ga ...... , 5 1gma , th .. ta, pi. prlnttlme, 
c Cpl1~", PI, 111. Ttl, Tl, Tn, TAW, re, Pr, u, t, Cl, C2, 
c ~star, prstar, NUala" h, w, TEMPNEX, IIR, time, 
c stagpt, ANGLER, hsl, hW6, hw540, Q6tag, Qheat, 
c timedif, sUIIllime, del t aU .... , deltam 
: Input 
pdnt • 
print " 'If the hody 16 ad"yllll"e trlc, "nte r 1.' 
pdnt " 'If the body i ~ a wing, enter 2.' 
read " lIoD'i 
print' 
n (BODY .EO. 2) then 




print " 'what I,. the launch temperature of the vetllcie? (r ) ' 
reed', 'l'l:MP 
print' 
print " 'How many data point,. will be entered for time, Mach nu .. 
c ber, angle of att ... ck,' 
pdnt " 'and altitude ?' 
read " NUKDAT 
print· 
peint " 'I!:nter the time (s), l1 ... ch nUlabor, ... ngle of ... ttack (degr 
c ees), and altitud .. (ft) in a ruw/colum" format.' 
print " 'ult return after e v e ry entry.' 
print. 
prInt " '"'WARNING''' Do not use /Iny data lines with II _ 0' 
00 20 ROW-!, NU/'IDAT 
read " TAIII..Il(ll.oW, COl..) 
pdnt • 
print " '!;ha t 1& the dist"nce fro ," th e Up of the v e hicle to the 
c point of int e r es t? (ft)' 
print· 
print " '!;hat is the thickness of the surface at the point of In 
c t e rest? (in)' 
read' , TIlJt{ 
print· 
print " 'Wh"t is the nose r lldlusl (ft)' 
read', RAD 
pOnt· 
print " '!;h"t is the density of the IPllterial1 (Ibm/ft"))' 
re"d " MATDENS 
pdnt • 
print " 'Whal Is the emissivlly of the IIlllteri "dl' 
read', I1l1Tl:I1IS 
print· 
print " '!;hat is the specific heat of the .. aterllll used? (Il1:U/lb 
c," - F)' 
print· 
print " 'For lhe IIllljority of the fli9ht path, It the surface [ad 
ci ll te s to'lll rds the earth, enter 60,' 
print., 'If It radi ll tes to spac e , enler 0.' 
read', TEMl'lIAD 
print· 
pdnt " '!;h"t Is the "n'lle fro .. the unil surfac e nor .. al to the 
cfreestre" .. ? (degrees)' 
read *, ANGLE 
print· 
print " '!;h"t tillle increment would you like th e skin te"pe ralm;e 
c~ p,lntedl ( .. e condl)· 
read " Plllt~TOUT 
.. ~ .... ~~~~~.: .......................... , ......................... . 
&19 11/1. - .IH4E- B/1600.Q 
pi _ 3.141592"J 
'I'U _ 1'HI~/12.0 
d e ltilli .. n _ 0, 
prlnttl .. .. _ P' intout 
If ('I'EI1I'RIIO .EO . 60) thefl 
TE I'\ PRAO _ T EHI'RAO • 460. 
do 100 n _ I, NUMOIIT 
if In .EO. I ) then 
Tn _ Te .. pln 
Mil - TABLE(n,2) 
atmp < _ p en) 
atlldens _ De nSln) 
at il T _ T(n) 
I f (BOLlY .EO . 2J lhon 
Ma - /'I~ • CO G(6weep • pl / 1 80. J 
tl",edlf - (TMILE( rltl,l) - TAIII..E(n,I ) ) 
GOTO 60 
de lt ll m - ( TABLI!:{n+l , 2) - TAe r.. E l n,2)I 
thnodif - (TABLE!".!,l) - TABLE!n,l)) 
It '''UlOt!1I0 .GT. 0.) then 
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: Atllosph'nic d a ta calculations 
':I - 32.174 
Ll - -.0035665 
Te "pin - TEMP + 460.0 
do )0 HGT _ 1, NUMDAT 
if (TABLI!:(IIGT,4) .LE. ]6009.0) then 
Troposphere 
TIHGT) _ T ... pln + Ll ' TABLE(IIGT,4) 
P(IlGT) _ Pin' (T(HGT)/Tempin)"( - g/(Ll ' R )) 




if (TABLE(IiGT,() .GE. 82021) then 
it (TABLI!:(IlGT,4) .GE. 113805) then 
T(IIG'r) _ 509 + Ll "(TABLE(IlGT,4) - 173885) 
PIIIGT) _ 1.5 ' (T(IlGT)/S09)"( - g/(Ll • R )) 
DE~S(IIGT) _ .0000014 • ((T(IlG·r)/S09)" 
-((g/ILl • R))+ 1.0)) 
goto 30 
if (TAIILE(HGT,4) 
T(JlGT) _ 509 
f.euT - 2.6419 
p(nG1') - p,e ... 1' • EXi' (- ( (9/ (R • 1' (IIGT))) • 
(1'ABI.E(IIG1',4) - 154200.))) 
OEH5 (HG1') _ DensT • I'(HGT) /1'[106 " 1' 
gata ]0 
1'(HG'I') - ]89.9+ L2' (TA6L£(IIGT,4) - 82021.) 
P( HGT) - 55 .8 • (1'( IIGT)/389.91) "(-q/(L2 • R )) 
DEHS(IIGT) _ .0000789 • ((T(IIGT)/389.97)'· 
- ((g/(L2 • R)) + 1.0 )) 
qoto 10 
DensT _ . 000710 
P (IIG1') - pr U"T • EX!' 1-( (9/ (H • T( IIGT))) • ( 
1'A8LE(HOT,4) - 16089.)lI 
OENS( II GT) - De n6 T • 1'(1101') / l'ren 1' 






pr i nt 40, '1'11010', ' Adia batic Wall', 'He a t T[all " te. ', 
c 'Skln 1'elOp ', 'He at T[aIl6!e[ Rate' 
print 45, '(iec)', ' Te lO pe[ature (H)', 'Coefficient', 
c '(IITU/li ec-on e ' q ttl' 
point· 
rO ' OI atI2X, A4, 2X, A16, lx, A1 6, lX, A9, 5X, A2 1) 
FO[Jlla t(2X, A5 , 2X, A16, 4x, All, 6X, A4, ax, All) 
SUblanlovaaupl.aanlc,calculetlon l 
45 
1'111 - SUn.tiOl~ • deltllaV(I;l",edif) + TABLIS(n,l) 
.. t .. p, - PIn) + sumtiOle t (P(n+1) - P(n)/tio,e dlf 
IIt .. dens _ Dens(n) 1 sunotl",e ' (Dens(n+1) - Dens(nl) 
/timedlf 
HIIIT _ T(n) + sumtlme'{T(n+l) - T(n))/Umedlf 
if (BODY .EO . 2) then 
/'I" _ 11 .. . cos(swa ep , pi/ISO.) 
it (sumti",e .EO. 0 ) then 
11.0 _ TABLE(n,2) 
.. t"'p~ _ P{n) 
,ot",dens _ Oens{n) 
a t ooT _ T(n) 
if (BOOY .EO . 2) then 
/'I" - 11" • cus(,weep • pi/leO.) 
If (l1a .LI!:. 1.0) then 
ptl - at .. p , , 0.0 + ((9 .... "'a ·-1.0J/2.0) • /1du2)" 
(9all"""/('1"IIOm,,-1.0) ) 
Pt - .. t oop< ' (1.0 + ((gamm .. -1.0 )/2.0) • /'Ia"2)" 
(gamll"/(9"mm,,-1.0)J 
Tt _ atmT • (1.0 + ((9.0 , .. ,,,-1.0)/2.0) , /1,,"2) 
ptl - Pt ' (((9a ....... 1.0)/2 ' 11 .... 2)/(1 + (9a .. m .. 
-1.0)/2 • 11,,"2) )·'(9a."""'/(9"m",, - 1 .0» • 
(2 . 0·9"oomll/(9I1mooa+1 .0) • 11 /1"·2 - (9"mmll-1.0)/ 
(9" .. mH1.0))· ·(1/(1 - 9 .. .. ma)1 
: Adiab"tic wall tempe <lItu <e c"lculatlons 
a - (ga Ol" a * II * atmT)**.5 
q _ .5 * "tmde ns * V**2 
th"ta _ ( AliGLl: + TMII.~ln,J)! • 1'1/100. 
CPM"j _ (Ptl - atmpc)/q 
I'll _ (I (Ptl/Pl)"I(gamrna-1.0)/gam .. a)-1.0) • (2.0/ 
(ga .... a-1. 0))) **.5 
Ttl _ atmT * 11.0 + (g" .. ",a-1.0)/2.0 • l'la"2) 
Tl _ ·rtl/I1.0 + Igaoo"'a-1.0)/2.0 • 111"2) 
k - 1.0141 ' 1717.0/(Tl + 225.)) • (T1/492.0) 
"1.5)/3600.0 
Cp - .219 + .342£-4 • Tl - .293£· 0 • Tl'*2 
II _ C1 * T1"1. 5/1 TI I C2) 
p, _ Cp • II • 9 /ll 
,0 M P"'Il.O/LO) 
l'Ai'l _ 1'1 • (1.0u e • 1~''''' OI a-I.01/2.0 • 1'11"2) 
Tstac - TI + .5' (Tn_TI) + .22 • ITAW-Tl) 
dc,,& t H - PI/Ill' Ts t ac) 
a1 - I 'l a m",,' • II • T1 )**.5 
Il c 6tac _ d c nsta" • VI * X/llstac 
Cpst,,, _ ;: ~ 9 + .342l:-4 • Tst~r - .293<:-0 • TEta, 
k~t'" - 1.0141 • IH7.0/(T~b" + 225.)) , (TEt" ,/ 
4 9 2.0)"1.51/3600.0 
47 
if (Relta! .LE. l.E7) th.,n 
h _ NUst,,[ • k&t a r/x 
• Skin lemperature calculations 
• I 
.0292 • (Rest"r" .6) • (p[st"r 
··(I.O/l.O)) 
.l65 • (Rest"r) • (Prs t~r)" 
(1.0/3.0)/( (lo'lIO(Re st"r))" 
2.584) 
....................... ~ .................. , ... " ................... . 
'" - M"TOENS I 9 
IIr _ MATEMIS • sI9'"" • (Tn") + Tn"2 • TEMP 
RAD .. TEMPRIIO"2 • Tn .. TEMPRAO"J) 
.25 • I1"TSPHT • '" • 9 • th I(hr '. h) 
TEMPNEll _ time '(((h , I '(TM'~-Tn)J 
- sigma' KATEKIS ' (1:n"4 - Tr"4))/ 
(KATSPIIT • " • 'I • Til • I)) + Tn 
: Stagnation point heat transfer calculation 
"NGLER _ ANGLE • p l /160. 
hsl - Cp • Ttl 
h"6 - Cp , Tn 
h",540 _ ep • 540. 
5t"'Ipt _ c06 (70 • (pl/180.)) 
if (MlGLEIl .LE. 6lagpt) the n 
qstag _ 17600.0/S0R·f(RAO) , SORT("tmden6/Den&in) • (V/ 
26000.0)"] .15 • ((h61 - h",&)/(h61 - h,,540)) 
if (BODY .EO. 1) then 
qhea t _ q5lag , (COS(AN!;LER)"( 1.0/2 .0)) 
qheat _ q5t"9 • (cOG\IINGLER)"(3.0/2.01)/SQRT(2.0) 
qh .. "t _ h • 1 • !TAW-TIl) - 6igma • 
/'I 1I TKI11S • ('fn " 4 - TE/'lPRAO"4 j 
Tn - TeOlpnex 
Tt _ T""'pnll" 
: Output 
If (ou .. t! lIe .GI':. Ucoedlf) then 
deltaU .... _ IU ,II tl ao " - timedlf 
It (runliOl" .Gli:. prln t tl .. ej then 
print BO, prlnttlllle. TAW, II, Tt, qhellt 
WHln:(3,90) prlntU .... T[ /'IPNEX 
Vdnttl .... - (prlnlll .. . , printout) 
90to 100 
if (n . Gt:, n" .. datj then 
goto 100 
49 
fOrRl~ t( Ox, r1.~, 5x, F9.~, lOx, f8.6, 5x, F9 .2, 12X, f8.3) 





APPENDIX B. EXAMPLE SIUNTEMP INPUT AND OUTPUT 
:~~ ~'i ~\t~;'~; ,'~l" .• kll' h •• ""d I~, U_, ","', ""~ I. •• , 
"n~I . "' . tc.d ,,,.,,,. 0"", ".rl ,ltl",,),, 1ft! 
.. ~.,. I, '. ~ ~ dl",,"c . I,,,~ tho ' I~ or ,~. ',. 10101 . to t~" ~~I"' or , ...... lI rnl 
""., I .• 'h_ t~lc"~" ~f t ho ""[",,,",, .,,~ M'" d I, h,~'" "" 
wh.,' I, ,~" ".",tty o[ t ho ~ ,",' ,"" <l1"'/1t'11 
wh.,. I, .~ • • ~I . ,! . !.y of , ~ . ~.,h ,I,I' 
"~~~::~?;~:::::t:o~:,,:::, '~:::: :,,'h. If th_ ,,,,[,,~- " ~ I ' '.e, , ~ •• ,,'. H •• ",h, 
I, t,_ .n~', f,"~ ,~_ ",II '''''' •• "M~.I t~ t~ .. "",,,t,,,,,, I~'.'~",I 
w'",· ,,~,. ' " O,o~.", ",.",~ <0" In" ,h. ,'" .""", • •• t" ... pr"tori) 1 •• oo,d.1 
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Data entered usmg the file entry method (TrUItt test case, continued) 
53 
SKINTEMP output (Truitt test case) 
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flNt. T,.,", '" R.t~ 
I"~UI"~~-Qn. ~~ ft, 
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